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Chapter 7: Security Through Software Maintenance and
Filtering
Before computers became connected through the Internet, software wasn’t such a scary thing.
Sure, viruses existed, but they were definitely limited in their effect by the difficulty of
multiplying between disconnected computers. Software in general, in fact, has only recently
started to become routinely complex. Ten years ago, the only folks worried about “patches” and
software maintenance were typically server operators in large environments, perhaps working on
systems such as an IBM AS/400 midrange. Today, however, complex OSs and all their
associated maintenance needs live on every desktop, portable computer, and PDA. The high
level of connectivity between these systems makes viruses, spyware, and adware—collectively
referred to as malware—easy to catch and easier to propagate.
As a technology professional, you’re probably more than a little tired of hearing about patch
management; I know I am. In this chapter, however, I want to put patch management in the
overall context of software management, and discuss software management—the process of
handling everything about all the software in your environment—from a much broader
perspective. In keeping with the theme of “overlooked” security issues, I want to focus on
software management issues that are often overlooked, or that don’t get the full attention they
deserve.

What is Software Maintenance?
The idea behind software maintenance is that software grows old. Bugs are discovered and fixed,
features are improved, and so forth; maintenance is the process of keeping the software up-todate. Fairly recently, we’ve started to categorize maintenance into two broad, but distinct, areas:
critical maintenance and everything else. Critical maintenance typically involves maintenance—
such as patches—that help make the software more secure or significantly more reliable. With all
the people in the world releasing malware designed to exploit discovered vulnerabilities, critical
maintenance is becoming…well, more critical than ever.

 This guide is about securing Windows in the enterprise, so it will understandably be focusing on that

platform. However, just about everything here applies to every OS. No software is inherently more
secure than any other software, whether it’s commercial, free, open source, shareware, homegrown,
or any other variety. All software has bugs, some of those bugs are security-related, and they will all
require maintenance at some point.

Patches, Patches, Patches
It used to be that you could just wait for Microsoft to release an OS or application service pack,
wait a couple of months beyond that for the bugs in the service pack to be fixed, apply the
service pack, and your systems would be updated. Unfortunately, those days are long gone.
Security vulnerabilities require rapid action because they’re often exploited nearly as quickly as
a patch can be developed.
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 Windows definitely has a less-than-stellar reputation when it comes to security. That’s perhaps

undeserved, because most software is less-than-stellar when it comes to security. However,
Windows’ bad reputation has had one great benefit for server administrators—convenience. In an
attempt to help bolster its OS’s reputation and acceptance, Microsoft has done more to make patch
management easy and understandable than any other OS vendor.

Patch management is a common point of discussion and not overwhelmingly exciting. Thus, this
section will simply help you spot some of the problems with patch management—ones you may
not even have articulated to yourself—and suggest some ways to solve them.
Must I patch?
Yes. Resoundingly, yes. The following list highlights several good reasons, in fact:
•

It’s your job—The first and foremost priority in any organization should be to keep
existing resources well-maintained, and patches are a big part of that maintenance.

•

Compliance—If you’re in an organization that’s subject to a legislated security or
accountability standard (and most companies are, these days), the auditors are going to be
paying close attention to patch management. In the IT community, we can’t test the “end
state” of security. In other words, if you say “such and such a file can only be accessed by
authorized individuals,” you don’t really know that the statement is true unless everyone
tries to access the file. Thus, you rely on configuration settings to provide security. The
problem is, of course, that the configuration settings are only as good as the OS—if you
have a bug in the OS, the configuration might not be properly enforced. Thus, applying
patches (from a security auditing point of view, at least), is the only way to make sure
that your configuration is being properly enforced.

•

Exploits—The people who write malware are bright. The last several exploits of
Windows vulnerabilities, in fact, have been reverse-engineered from the patches.
Microsoft quietly announces a vulnerability, releases a patch, then spends a month
marketing the patch so that administrators will install the patch. During that month, the
virus-writers download the patch. They compare the patched version of files to the
unpatched version, looking for differences. They then disassemble the code and look at
the areas that are different to see what changed. Based on that research, they write an
exploit that affects unpatched systems because they know that most systems will remain
unpatched until the next service pack comes out. Slammer and Blaster are examples of
effective viruses that were released months after a patch was available.

Thus, there are plenty of reasons to install patches and to do so in a timely manner. Two major
problems often prevent that from happening: The time crunch and organizational policy.
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Should I Test Patches First?
The answer to this question had it been asked a year ago would have been “of course.” The
answer is no longer so clear. Many organizations have a must-test-first policy, but they’re so
understaffed and overworked that the testing is put off. The result? Great intentions and
unpatched systems. The new theory is that you shouldn’t test critical patches first. No matter
how badly Microsoft might have screwed up the patch (and in this regard, the company has a
pretty good reputation—very few patches are re-released due to bugs) the effect won’t be as bad
as getting hit with the exploit.
Consider this new theory—companies implement this test-patches-first policy because they are
afraid of the patch breaking something. In the meantime, their systems sit unpatched waiting for
an exploit that will quite definitely break things. And the “we’re protected by firewalls”
argument doesn’t hold up because every organization hit with Slammer, Blaster, and the other
great exploits of the past all had firewalls.
If you have a choice between systems that only contain tested patches but are running weeks
behind the patch leading edge or having systems that contain the latest—yet untested—patches,
the best option is the latter. At least then if there is a problem with a patch, you can call
Microsoft product support. If you get hit with an exploit, you have no one to blame but yourself.
Windows Software Update Services
To help combat the time crunch problem, Microsoft released Software Update Services (SUS);
Windows SUS (WSUS) is essentially a much-improved version of the SUS software. The basic
theory behind WSUS is that all of your machines have the Automatic Updates client already
installed (it is in the latest service packs for Win2K and later); most systems are configured to
look at the Windows Update Web site to obtain patches. Realizing that organizations want a bit
more control over incoming patches, Microsoft leveraged Automatic Updates to make WSUS a
sort of “corporate Windows Update.” WSUS is designed to be deployed in a hierarchy of
servers, as Figure 7.1 shows.
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Figure 7.1: WSUS deployment.

As shown, your top-level WSUS server (or servers) downloads updates from the Microsoft
Windows Update Web servers. At that point, updates are held pending your approval. You can
create groups for your computers, and approve updates on a group-by-group basis. This feature
allows you to, for example, approve updates for a small group of test machines, then later
approve updates for all of your computers. Clients’ Automatic Updates software is configured to
look to your WSUS servers rather than Windows Update, for their updates; this configuration
can be centrally managed through Group Policy. You can deploy additional WSUS servers that
receive their updates from your top-level WSUS servers, creating an internal hierarchy.
Some bandwidth savings is achieved by this deployment. For example, if you deploy a WSUS
server at each geographic location in your company, local clients can receive their updates
without utilizing WAN bandwidth. WSUS itself uses Windows’ Background Intelligent Transfer
Service (BITS) to download updates, which helps to minimize bandwidth utilization by
“trickling” updates down to the server. You can use Group Policy (in, for example, site-linked
Group Policy Objects—GPOs) to direct clients to the proper WSUS server in your organization.
Update approval can be centralized at the top-level WSUS server, minimizing management
overhead.
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WSUS also provides impact analysis functionality, allowing you to determine which computers,
if any, would need a selected update. WSUS accomplishes this by polling the Automatic Updates
software when it checks in for updates, and compiles an impact report for you. WSUS also tracks
patch deployment—you can see which computers have received a given patch. For critical
patches, you can allow users to defer installation (useful if the patch requires a restart), but still
set a “drop dead date,” after which Automatic Updates won’t allow installation to be deferred
any longer.
For a free tool, WSUS is an effective tool. In fact, it’s probably one of the best administrative
tools Microsoft has released, free or otherwise. It integrates well with Microsoft Systems
Management Server (SMS), but it does have some functional limitations, which is why many
organizations still choose to deploy commercial patch management solutions.
Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer
Another free tool from Microsoft, the Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) is designed
to scan the local computer, or one or more remote computers, and report on a number of security
areas. One major are is patches; other areas include security-related configurations, and so forth.

 As of this writing, MBSA 1.2.1 is the latest version. However, MBSA 2.0 just wrapped up its beta and
will be released in the summer of 2005.

MBSA is based on code written by Shavlik, which offers a commercial version of the product
called HFNetChk. MBSA uses an XML-formatted database, maintained by Microsoft, which
contains information about security patches, settings, and so forth. The most current version of
this database is downloaded by MBSA automatically whenever you run the tool, and provides
MBSA’s scanning engine with the information necessary to evaluate your systems.

 Prior to version 1.2, Microsoft’s various scanning tools—Windows Update, Automatic Updates, and

MBSA—used different scanning engines and could return slightly different results. MBSA 1.2, WSUS,
and the current Automatic Updates client use the same scanning engine to provide more consistent
results. This new scanning engine also supports Microsoft server products (such as SQL Server and
Exchange Server) as well as business applications such as Microsoft Office.
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As Figure 7.2 shows, MBSA highlights missing security patches for a number of products,
helping you quickly determine whether you’re up to date.

Figure 7.2: Viewing MBSA results for security patches.
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However, MBSA isn’t limited to patch management (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: MBSA also analyzes security configurations.

In this example, MBSA has spotted potential problems with the system security as well as
security configurations in IIS that don’t meet best practices. MBSA’s report is fairly
comprehensive, but the tool does have some limitations. First, MBSA is a report-only tool; it
does nothing to fix security problems. It’s also not ideal for scanning large numbers of computers
because it does so entirely over the network and can take a long time. The reports produced for
multiple computers aren’t ideal for management because they take effort to determine which
machines need which fixes. Clearly, MBSA is an effective tool for a periodic checkup of key
machines but falls short in the area of long-term, proactive management.
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Commercial Patch Management
Several companies offer commercial software solutions specifically designed for patch
management. One example is ScriptLogic’s Patch Authority Plus, and another is ConfigureSoft’s
Enterprise Configuration Manager (ECM—which is really a configuration management product;
a plug-in solution called Security Updates Manager—SUM—adds patch-management
capabilities to ECM). Of course, the aforementioned HFNetChk is also a viable offering, and is
available in various editions for different types of organizations.

)

ScriptLogic’s Service Explorer product is bundled with Patch Authority Plus—hence the “Plus.”

Commercial patch management tools usually take an agent-based or an agentless approach. Both
approaches have their fans and critics; the option that works best for your organization depends
on your needs and preferences. In an agent-based scenario, you have a small software agent that
lives on each managed machine. This setup is similar to WSUS, where the built-in Automatic
Updates client serves as the agent. Agent-based solutions tend to consume less network
bandwidth because the agent can do a lot of work in data-collection and can compress and filter
data before sending it up to the server. However, you have to deploy that agent—although some
solutions can help do so automatically. The agent becomes an additional piece of software to
manage, but some solutions help manage it for you.
In an agentless architecture, no software resides on managed machines. This setup is similar to
MBSA. A downside is that more network bandwidth is typically consumed because the entire
scan is done from a remote computer over the network; however, there is no additional software
to deploy and manage. Agentless solutions typically get you up and running more quickly
because there is no deployment required.
Interestingly, many commercial solutions are built on Microsoft’s XML database, used by
MBSA. As a result, though, you’ll be comparing patch management solutions on their features
and ease of use, and not so much on their ability to find patches, because many of them are using
the same underlying data. Some solutions even leverage existing technology more—Patch
Authority Plus, for example, utilizes Shavlik’s HFNetChkPro engine, providing a friendlier and
more feature-rich administrative interface on top of that core engine. A benefit of utilizing
HFNetChkPro is that it’s the same engine (essentially) powering MBSA, so you’re getting
results consistent with Microsoft’s own tools.
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Commercial solutions can provide a lot of value around the core patch- and securitymanagement concept:
•

Organization—Being able to group machines and manage them as a group is a big
benefit in large organizations. Rather than deploying patches to 37,000 machines, you
deploy patches to a handful of groups.

•

Business rules—Adding business rules can make management easier, too. For example,
you can define a set of patches as your “baseline,” then scan machines to determine
compliance with that baseline. You’re therefore no longer looking through reports for
individual patches, you’re looking for a “yes/no” indication of compliance.

•

Knowledge—Rather than just allowing you to select patches, third-party solutions
provide information about the severity of whatever the patch fixes, information about the
files and registry settings that are updated, and so forth.

•

Centralization—Some third-party products centralize deployment information into a
single SQL Server database, providing powerful reporting tools (including email
notifications), executive summaries, and more. These can be viewed through a Web
portal or through any standard reporting package.

•

Customization—Certain solutions don’t limit you to Microsoft’s patches; you can define
your own patches using a documented XML format. Thus, you can use the commercial
solution to patch third-party and homegrown applications as well as Microsoft’s software.

Figure 7.4 shows a third-party product’s scan summary screen, which provides an overview,
showing top ten missing patches, systems that couldn’t be scanned (often due to improper
credentials; some products allow you to provide default credentials for each machine group and
provide per-machine credentials when necessary), and so forth.
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Figure 7.4: Patch Authority Plus’ scan summary.

Thus far, this example hasn’t illustrated that third-party tools can provide information much
beyond what MBSA might provide for free. However, the difference is that some third-party
products allow you to fix the problem, making management easier.
For example, you can build a patch group, which contains one or more patches. Unfortunately,
selecting these patches can be time-consuming, because Microsoft hasn’t provided any friendly
way of identifying patches beyond its MS00-086 style identification numbers or Knowledge
Base article numbers. At best, you could identify patches by something like “RDISK Registry
Enumeration File Vulnerability,” but the fact is that there are many patches and no easy way to
remember which is which. Once you’ve built a patch group (or an individual patch, for that
matter), a third-party tool can show you more detailed information about it—its description, such
as “Web Server Folder Traversal Vulnerability;” its severity; whether it’s still available (many
patches supersede earlier ones); and for which product the patch has been released. Figure 7.5
shows an example patch details screen.
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Figure 7.5: Patch details in Patch Authority Plus.

When it comes to patch distribution, a third-party tool can help spread the workload by working
with distribution servers that you define. This setup essentially allows you to enlist additional
computers in the patch file-copying process, spreading the workload for a large organization.
Ideally, each geographic location would have a distribution server because this method
minimizes WAN utilization. Practically, one server can support about 2500 machines, so larger
locations would benefit from more servers. Similar to AD site configuration, each distribution
server can be assigned IP address ranges for clients, helping to ensure clients are services by a
local distribution server. Patches can be deployed on a schedule (such as over the weekend) or
immediately; you can define restart options (when needed), such as forcing machines to restart
after installation.
Whichever solution you choose, you can see that commercial solutions offer capabilities above
and beyond MBSA’s mere reporting—and even beyond the useful features built-in to WSUS (for
example, WSUS doesn’t provide patch grouping and baseline compliance reports).
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Security Software Maintenance
Another major area of software maintenance is the maintenance of security software, such as
antivirus software. Although not strictly patches, the virus (or spyware or adware or whatever)
definitions that allow this software to detect threats must be updated frequently. The underlying
engine must be occasionally updated, too, to help detect entirely new breeds of threat.
Typically, even desktop antivirus software comes with some form of built-in automatic updating
capability, requiring only a network connection to work. However, investing in solutions
specifically designed for enterprise use can give you more control, such as through a WSUS-like
internal-updating hierarchy, reporting, and so forth. For example, Computer Associates’ eTrust
AntiVirus for enterprises includes centralized administration, reporting, and update distribution.
It’s a cross-platform product, making it suitable for large organizations with multiple OSs that
want to standardize.
The Windows Security Center
Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2) introduces a new Security Center, which provides a
centralized view of key security measures. Although not strictly useful as an administrative tool,
the Security Center does help make end users more aware of their overall security posture. Of
particular interest is the antivirus indication. As Figure 7.6 shows, the Security Center will alert
you when antivirus software isn’t installed; a “yellow” indication will appear whenever the
software’s definitions appear to be out of date.
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Figure 7.6: Windows Security Center.

 The Security Center doesn’t currently recognize anti-spyware or anti-adware solutions; it’s likely a

future version of it will deal with these products individually, as Microsoft is entering the anti-spyware
market.

Security Center requires that solutions properly register themselves (through a special Windows
Management Instrumentation—WMI—interface) in order to be detected; thus, it’s possible to
have a perfectly good solution installed but still get a “red light” in the Security Center (the
version of Norton AntiVirus available at the time Security Center was introduced wasn’t
properly detected, for example). Undetected applications are a difficulty because they force
Security Center to give a “not protected” indication to end users, when they might be protected
just fine. The bottom line is that you should go with a solution that can be detected because
Security Center will help automatically alert your users to out-of-date definitions. If you’ve got
an automatic updates scheme in place for your antivirus solution, you will want users to call the
Help desk if Security Center starts complaining about out-of-date definitions, because it means a
problem has occurred with your updates.
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Boundaries and the Multi-Layered Defense
Never forget the key to successful security—protection at every boundary, creating a multilayered defense. There is no question that you’re in a war against malware authors, and any
smart general knows to have a backup plan. Or two. Or three. Deploy firewalls at your network
boundaries. Deploy firewalls internally between network segments to help control the internal
propagation of malware. Deploy firewalls to every layer of your network that can have a
firewall, from clients to your ISP connection. Deploy virus scanners everywhere, too—at the
boundary, on client computers, in your email infrastructure, in your proxy servers, and in your
firewalls, too, if you can. The more likely you are to catch everything. Yes, your software
management burden will increase, but your safety and security will increase by a much greater
factor. For example, consider the network that Figure 7.7 shows.

Figure 7.7: A typical corporate network.

This network has a number of typical elements: multiple subnets containing client computers, a
subnet for servers, and a perimeter network (or demilitarized zone—DMZ) containing a Web
server. A router connects everything; typically, firewalls protect the internal subnets as a group,
preventing outside, unauthorized access. The firewalls are likely configured to allow only a small
amount of traffic in (perhaps only HTTP traffic to the Web server), and configured to allow a
broader range of traffic out. Figure 7.8 shows a more secure configuration for this network,
employing a multi-layered defense.
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Figure 7.8: Adding a multi-layered defense.

In this network, every device capable of acting as or running a firewall is doing so. The router, in
particular, can be used to filter traffic between internal subnets. Although all traffic might be
allowed to and from the server subnet, traffic between client subnets might be heavily restricted
(because in many corporations client computers don’t share files or printers, there’s often no
reason for them to access one another). Should malware infect one of the client computers, its
scope will be severely limited because it won’t have immediate access to much of the network.

 Microsoft has announced that Longhorn, the next major version of Windows, will feature a two-way

firewall, providing administrators with the ability to restrict the traffic that can leave a computer as well
as the traffic that can enter the computer. Such a firewall would help to further restrict the effects of
malware on a network.

Of course, a similar technique should be used for any security measures, such as antivirus
software—run it on every level possible.

What is Software Filtering?
Software filtering is a frequently overlooked aspect of software management. Most corporate
environments simply allow any software installed on their machines to run; they rely on security
permissions to prevent users from installing unwanted software, but unfortunately software
comes in too many varieties. For example, users in a locked-down environment might not be
able to install the latest game on their computers, but they can generally install Browser Helper
Objects (BHOs), which are a common vehicle for spyware and adware. Software filtering can
help better control the software allowed to execute in an environment, making it more secure.
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The theory behind effective software filtering is to identify the software that should be permitted
in your environment, then deny everything else the ability to execute. I don’t want to
underestimate the enormity of that task in some environments, which may have thousands of
permitted applications. But think about it—if you can positively identify every bit of authorized
software, then successfully prevent anything else from executing, you’ll have eliminated most
attack vectors used by malware and any other unauthorized application. Unlike an antivirus
scanner, which seeks to identify unauthorized software (and can become out-of-date and fail to
identify new ones), you’ll simply be disabling any software you haven’t heard of. That’s a much
easier task and requires little long-term maintenance, making for a much more secure
environment.
Software Restriction Policies
Software Restriction Policies (SRPs) were introduced in Windows XP and exist in WS2K3.
Their purpose is to identify software by various means, then apply an “allowed” or “disallowed”
security level to that software. By default, SRPs are configured with a default security level of
Unrestricted (see Figure 7.9). This default allows all software to execute, unless you’ve
identified a piece of software and applied the “disallowed” security level to it.

Figure 7.9: Default SRPs.

However, as I mentioned earlier, trying to identify all the bad software in the world would be
practically impossible. Better to switch the system to use Disallowed as its default, then simply
identify the software you want running on your computers.

0 Don’t switch the default security level to Disallowed without taking some steps first or everything will
quit working!
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SRP does have a few options you should explore first, though. The first one is the Enforcement
policy. By default, this policy causes SRP to only monitor executables, not DLLs. Because DLLs
are called by executables, monitoring at the executable level is generally sufficient. Also, by only
monitoring executables, your task of identifying permitted software will be much easier. You
could, for example, simply identify Excel.exe as allowed, without worrying about the umpteenbillion DLLs used by Excel. You can also choose to have SRP apply to all users, or to exempt
administrators.

)

The example screenshots are from a Windows XP computer’s local system policy. However, SRP
can also be configured at the domain in a GPO, providing centralized software filtering for the
entire enterprise.

Speaking of “executables,” a second SRP option defines what SRP considers to be an executable.
Figure 7.10 shows a portion of the default list, which includes Control Panel extensions, various
scripts, and so forth.

Figure 7.10: SRP’s default list of executables.

Finally, the last SRP option—Trusted Publishers—leads to a critical set of decisions. By default,
SRP allows end users to determine which publishers are trusted. Change this setting to local
admins or enterprise (domain) administrators.
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Software can be digitally signed. Examining the properties of Excel.exe, for example, you can
see that it has been digitally signed by Microsoft.com (see Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11: Digital signature on Excel.exe.

So who published the certificate that was used to sign Excel.exe? By clicking Details, you can
examine the certificate’s certification path to see where it came from. As Figure 7.12 shows, the
publisher of this certificate is the Microsoft Root Authority.
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Figure 7.12: Determining the publisher.

So is Microsoft Root Authority a “trusted publisher?” To make this determination, open the
Internet Options Control Panel applet, and click Publishers on the Content tab. You’ll see a tab
named Trusted Publishers as well as one named Trusted Root Certification Authorities.
Everything listed on either tab is considered a trusted publisher; Figure 7.13 shows that
Microsoft Root Authority is indeed listed.
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Figure 7.13: Viewing trusted publishers.

So what does that mean? It means any software that has been signed using a certificate issued by
one of these trusted publishers is a trusted piece of software. This concept is central to the way
SRP works. Microsoft pre-installs more than one hundred root certificates with Windows.
Take a second to understand the value of a trusted publisher. Let’s say a virus shows up in your
environment and it has been digitally signed using a certificate issued by, say, Joe’s Certification
Authority. If that virus does damage, you’ll be able to look at its signature to see who authored it,
turn that information over to the authorities, and nab the offender. Of course, if the certificate
issuer (Joe) didn’t do a good job of validating the person’s identity prior to issuing a certificate,
then you won’t be able to catch the bad guy. It’d be as if your state issued drivers’ licenses
without checking any other form of ID—as a form of ID, the license would be useless. Thus, this
list of trusted publishers is, in essence, the list of people you trust to vouch for other people’s
identities.
Let’s take a look at that list again. I trust VeriSign, for example, because I’ve taken the time to
research its certificate-issuing policies, and I’m confident that the company makes it difficult for
someone to obtain a false certificate. For any “trusted” root authority you haven’t investigated,
you should think about removing them from the list to better protect your organization.
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0 Removing a trusted publisher or certification authority means that publisher’s certificates will be

considered invalid by your computer. This might prevent users from reaching “secure” Web sites who
have certificates issued by the publishers you removed. You need to consider this decision—if you
don’t trust the publisher, than the Web site wasn’t all that secure to begin with.

Okay, so how does all this apply to SRP? Through its additional rules. These are the rules that
identify software that should be exempted from the default security level. SRP comes with four
path rules, which exempt all software in the paths used by Windows (such as C:\Windows and
C:\Windows\System32). These four rules (see Figure 7.14) define a level of “unrestricted.” Why
bother, when that’s the default? It’s basically a safety mechanism—if you change the default
level to Disallowed, these four path rules will keep Windows running. However, path rules are a
bad idea because any software capable of copying itself into that path will run. Yes, path rules
are easy—but not particularly secure.

Figure 7.14: The four default path rules in SRP.

My preferred types of rules are hash and certificate. A hash rule, which Figure 7.15 shows,
identifies a particular executable by calculating a unique hash based on the executable’s file. If
the executable changes in any way, the hash won’t match. This hash identifies Notepad.exe, and
marks it as Unrestricted, meaning it’ll be allowed to run.
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Figure 7.15: A hash rule for Notepad.exe.

)

Many core Windows files are digitally signed by Microsoft; some—such as Notepad—inexplicably
aren’t. It would be nice if Microsoft would sign everything in the OS so that a single certificate rule—
rather than a less-secure path rule—would allow everything to run. In the meantime, you’re forced to
rely on an insecure path rule or come up with hash rules for everything.

A certificate rule works similarly, by identifying a particular certificate and allowing any
software signed by that certificate. You could, for example, use a single code-signing certificate
to sign all in-house applications, then define a single rule that would allow them all to run under
SRP.

)

This technique has a side benefit: carefully control access to the certificate and you can prevent new,
unauthorized versions of the software from running, too. It’s an effective way to help control change in
your environment.

The way to use SRP, then, is to define rules to identify all allowed software (and again, I’m not
suggesting that’s a one-day task—I know how daunting it is, but this is security, folks), and
disallow everything else.
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The .NET Framework, as a totally new way of writing and running software, fixes many of the
security problems existing in traditional software. Because all .NET software runs inside the
.NET Common Language Runtime (CLR), the CLR provides a single point of security for
deciding what will and will not be allowed to run. You can configure this “runtime security
policy” to have code groups and permission sets. A code group is essentially a set of rules—not
unlike those used in SRP—that identify software. A permission set is a set of permissions that is
assigned to a code group. Code groups are evaluated dynamically each time software is executed
by the CLR; the first code group a piece of software fits into determines that software’s
permissions. By default, only an “All Code” group exists, which is the default group for any
software not falling into any other code group. However, you can define your own code groups.
For example, in Figure 7.16, I’m defining a new code group that will identify software based on
the publisher that issued the certificate used to sign the file. I can also identify software based on
a hash, its path, or a number of other criteria, not unlike SRP.

Figure 7.16: Creating a new .NET Code Group.

Having identified software with one or more code groups, I can create permission sets that define
what software is allowed to do. Permission sets are then assigned to code groups. Several
permission sets exist by default; you can create your own and they can be detailed. For example,
in Figure 7.17, I’ve selected the EventLog permission for a new permission set.
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Figure 7.17: Defining a new permission set.

Figure 7.18 shows the details of this permission, which provides Browse permission to the event
logs on server2. That’s detailed. Code groups assigned this permission set will have this, and no
other, permissions. You can see that the list of permissions you can define is extensive, including
file access, AD access, dialog boxes, message queues, databases, general security, and tons more.
Each can be configured with detailed settings determining what applications can do.
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Figure 7.18: Details of a permission set entry.

Like SRP, you can prevent all unauthorized .NET software simply by assigning the built-in
“Nothing” permission set to the “All_Code” code group. Any code not falling into one of your
code groups winds up in All_Code by default; receiving “Nothing” permissions means the code
won’t even run.
The really cool part about the runtime security policy is that it’s available on all machines
running .NET—which means it works in Windows 95 and later. Although it only affects .NET
code—and that code is still somewhat less common that traditional code—it’s a great idea to get
on top of your .NET security. .NET viruses are certain to start appearing eventually; if you’re
identifying your .NET software (easy to do now that there’s less of it in most environments), you
can shut down all unknown software right from the get-go.
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Windows Script Host TrustPolicy
Windows scripting—VBScript, JScript, and so forth—has a pretty harsh reputation when it
comes to security. Many script-based viruses have been distributed, and many environments seek
to simply disable scripting altogether. Doing so is difficult—the WScript.exe and CScript.exe
files that host a script are protected by Windows File Protection; simply deleting them is
ineffective. The files are also replaced by service packs. Reassigning filename extension
associations is poor protection, too, because both executables will execute any script file passed
in a command-line argument, regardless of extension. However, Windows Script Host (WSH)
5.6—the current version installed by any recent service pack, and downloadable from the
Microsoft Web site—includes a built-in TrustPolicy system.
Windows scripts can be digitally signed, just like most software. If the digital certificate used to
sign a script was issued by a trusted publisher, a script is considered trusted. WSH can be
configured to execute only trusted scripts, giving you the opportunity to write and run your own
scripts but to stop script-based viruses fairly easily. It’s all configured through a series of registry
keys and values:
•

•

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows Script Host\Settings
•

UseWINSAFER—Set to 1 by default, this turns off the TrustPolicy system in
favor of SRP; set this to zero to enable TrustPolicy

•

TrustPolicy—Set to 0 (the default) to run all scripts, 1 to prompt the user for
untrusted scripts (poor protection because most users will just allow the script to
execute anyway), or 2 to execute only trusted scripts

•

SilentTerminate—Set to 0 to not display anything when a script can’t be executed
because it’s untrusted; set to 1 to display an error dialog box

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows Script Host\Settings
•

TrustPolicy—Same settings as above. If configured per-user, this setting will
override the machine-wide setting

WSH TrustPolicy is an effective means of filtering and controlling scripts in your environment.

Summary
This chapter covered a lot of ground—all related to software management. We started with an
exploration of software maintenance, looking at ways in which the boring job of patch
management could be made a bit easier and more effective. I also discussed software filtering
and showed you ways in which the software allowed to execute in your environment could be
locked down a bit more. All of these techniques can serve to make any Windows environment
more secure, and they can help reduce the management overhead involved with securing a
Windows environment.
The next chapter will cover network security. We’ll look at various tools that can help create a
more secure environment and help prevent and detect attacks as well as techniques for making
your network more secure. In fact, the next chapter will discuss in much greater detail the multilayered defense and network segmentation technique that this chapter touched on. We’ll also
look at network technologies—such as 802.1X—that can provide a more secure network.
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Content Central
Content Central is your complete source for IT learning. Whether you need the most current
information for managing your Windows enterprise, implementing security measures on your
network, learning about new development tools for Windows and Linux, or deploying new
enterprise software solutions, Content Central offers the latest instruction on the topics that are
most important to the IT professional. Browse our extensive collection of eBooks and video
guides and start building your own personal IT library today!

Download Additional eBooks!
If you found this eBook to be informative, then please visit Content Central and download other
eBooks on this topic. If you are not already a registered user of Content Central, please take a
moment to register in order to gain free access to other great IT eBooks and video guides. Please
visit: http://www.realtimepublishers.com/contentcentral/.
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